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ABSTRACT 
A new spectral variation bound is given for linear operators acting on normed 
linear spaces. This bound is derived using the Cayley-Hamilton theorem and 
Chebychev polynomials. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
The following notation is used throughout this paper. U is an n-dimen- 
sional space over the complex numbers. I)*)), when it is applied to a vector, is 
a norm; when it is applied to a linear operator, it is the inherited operator 
norm. A and B are two generic linear operators mapping U into itself; the 
spectrum of A is a(A) = {A,,. ..,A,}, and the spectrum of B is a(B) = 
I/J r, . . . , p,). The spectrum variation between A and B is 
v( A, B) = rn? maxlh, - pnci,l, 
1 
where II varies over all the permutations of {1,2,. . . , n}. We prove in this 
note the inequality 
v(A, B) <8x4- l/nMl- l/nljA _ Bill/” (0.1) 
where M = max{llA/, IlBll}. 
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Bhatia et al. [2] establish the result 
w(A,B) ,<BX4-'/"n ‘/n&f’- ‘/“((A _ BIl’/“, (0.2) 
Since u(A, B)/(2M)< 1 and hence {crz,i[ V( A, B)/(Zhl)]}“” < n”“, (0.1) 
is always as sharp as (0.2), and when w(A, B) is small in comparison with 
2M, (0.2) is significantly sharper for small n. The size of this potential 
reduction is bounded by n-I/“. This improvement does not apply to the 1, 
norm, where the spectral variation bound found in Bhatia et al. [2] is 
u(A,B)< 4~2-““(]lAl]a + ]lB]lz)l-l’“. l/A - Bjl;‘“. 
II. MAIN RESULTS 
The Cayley-Hamilton theorem is now stated. 
THEOREM 1. n:=,(A-A,I)=O. 
The next theorem could be called the Cramer’s rule Cayley-Hamilton 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. For A E a(A), 
n nj<i(A-Aj)nj>i(A-Aj’) 
(A-AZ)-‘=- c 
i=l 
lll’=,(A - Aj) 
Proof. Set Qk = Ck=r(nj<i(A- Aj)Flj>i(A- “j’)) + nj<k 
(A - Aj)(A - AZ)-'IIj,,(A - A,Z) for k = O,...,n. Then Q0 = 
(A - AZ)-‘lJj, a(A - h,Z) = 0, using the Cayley-Hamilton theorem. The 
claim is that Qk = 0 for all k < n. The proof is by induction. The equality 
(A-AZ)-+~-A~+~ I>= Z+(A -A,+,)(A - AZ)-' implies that 
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Inserting the first term in the above equation into the sum indexed term for 
Qk yields the induction conclusion that Qk + 1 = Qk. 
Now 
+Flj&-A,.)(A-AZ)-’ 
implies that 
(A-AZ)-‘=- 5 rli,i(A-Aj)n(A-AjZ)/n;==,(A-A,) . n 
i=l j>i 1 
REMARK 1.1. Phillips [ll] first observed that (A-AZ)-’ could be 
factored out from the expression Fly= ,(A - hiI)- nJ’+(A - Aj)Z and hence 
(A - AZ)-’ could be explicitly written as a sum of products. 
THEOREM 3. Let IY be u simple curve connecting two points (Y and p. 
Set Z= ICI - PI. Then 
;m;l$A-~Z)-‘11< 
22n-1C;=111-1(211All)fl-i 
1” 
Proof. Manipulating the results of Theorem 2 yields (A - AZ)-’ = 
-Cl’_ rnj, &A - AjZ),/nj ~ &A - Aj). Term by term, the numerators are 
bounded by (2llAll)“-‘. Next, following Phillips [ll], project the points of P 
and the spectrum of A perpendicularly onto the line passing through (Y and 
p, bring the projected points lying below LY up to (Y, and bring the projected 
points lying above p up to p. Designate the resultant mapping p( .). The 
new minimum of the various absolute values of l/nj, i[ p( A) - p(Aj)] 
obtained along p(T) can only increase, since Ip(A)- p(A,)l < IA - Ai\. 
Combining these terms to share a common denominator yields 
(1.1) 
as a point by point bound for II( A - AZ) - ’ I(. The newly mapped points 
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necessarily lie between (Y and p. Hence, 
bounds (1.1). Finally, since 
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(1.2) 
(1.3) 
bounds the denominator of (1.2) for A E r, a bound for (1.3) times the 
numerator of (1.2) also bounds min r&A-AZ)-‘]]. The solution to (1.3) is 
the inverse of the min-max problem of fitting the next lower order polyno- 
mial to rn, which is solved by employing Chebychev polynomials. The 
familiar result (Henrici [9, pp. 193-1951) is simply 2”“-i/Z”. 
Collecting results yields 
_~$A-z1)-‘11< 
2”“-1C~=‘=,2”-1(211All)“-i 
I” 
n 
Now, as in earlier papers [2-5, 10, II], consider the homotopy (1 - t)A + 
tB as t goes from 0 to 1. Each eigenvalue of A, say hi, can be matched with 
an eigenvalue of B, say Z.L~, in a one to one manner so that there is a 
continuous path, say T(A,,t), going from A, to Z.L, and satisfying the 
constraint that I(Ai, t) is an eigenvalue of (l- t)A + tB. This result holds 
because the eigenvalues of (1 - t)A + tB are continuous functions of t. 
We claim that IlA - BlI. ][(A - AZ)-‘]] > I along any such T(A,,t). If 
this is not true, then (l- t)A + tB - AZ can be factored as (A - AZ) 
[Z+(A-AZ))’ ( - ] t B A) and both factors have inverses. Thus, A cannot 
have been on any T(Ai,t). Now a bound for the distance between the end 
points of such curves also bounds the spectral variation between A and B. 
THEOREM 4. Set M = max(l(A(1, llB11). Then 
o(A,B) <8x4- I/n&f1 -‘/“llA _ B[I’/” (1.4) 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, assume M = ]lA]]. Using Theorem 3 to 
bound the minimum of )I ( A - AZ) -’ 1) along a curve, and the preliminary 
discussion yields the following implicit constraint for u(A, B): 
IIA - BII.2”“-1CI’=I~(A,B)i-‘.(211All)”~’ > 1, 
o(A,B)” 
, 
Multiplying by v(A, B)“, factoring out (2]]A(()“P ’ on the left-hand side, 
shifting the summation index down one, and rearranging terms yields 
2”“-‘(211All)“-‘llA - B(I >u(A,B)“. (1.5) 
Taking the nth root of both sides, rearranging the powers of 2, and substitut- 
ing M for I]A)( yields the theorem. n 
REMARK 1.2. Henrici [S] generates an implicit formula of the type 
Cn=rxi > g in establishing bounds of a resolvent of a matrix. Multiplying 
both sides of (1.5) by I~A~~/[~‘“-“u(A,B)“~IA - ~111 and setting x = 
2(]Al]/u(A, B) yields th e same type of expression. Elsner [5] manipulated 
such formulae to obtain sharper bounds for the spectral variation between 
two matrices for the 1, norm. 
REMARK 1.3. The problem of solving formulae similar to (1.4) occurs in 
Varga [12] in finding the smallest isolated Gerschgorin disk. The techniques 
that Varga uses to solve such equations also work here. Start with a guess 
that is larger than u(A,B), like ]lAl]+ l]B]], and then iterate the recurrence 
formula 
j l/” 
xi+l zx 8X4-‘/“M’-‘/“llA _ fjj(‘/” 
)I 
To illustrate, set IJA - B]] = l.OE-8, [IAll = 5.0, ]lB]] = 5.0, and n = 3. Then 
x0 = 10.0, x1 = 0.046, x2 = 0.032, x3 = 0.03178, etc. Convergence is achieved 
to the five decimals shown. This also illustrates the advantage of this formula 
over that given by Bhatia et al. [2]. Their formula yields only x1. 
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The author is indebted to an anonymous referee both for an incisive 
suggestion in improving the presentation of Theorem 2 and for pointing out an 
error in an earlier version of Theorem 3. The author thanks Rajendra Bhatia 
for his encouragement, his gracious correspondence, and his diligence in his 
role as editor. 
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